Inquiry Based learning @ OLHC
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What is Inquiry?
Inquiry: ‘ a seeking for truth,
information or knowledge…seeking
information by questioning.’

Inquiry @ OLHC
Each grade level at OLHC completes one major unit and one
minor science unit of inquiry at OLHC each term.
For many parents these units present as topics or themes.
However, they are much more than that.
They have a particular structure and and are always based
around a central or big idea.
This idea is then explored through a range of questions
and planned activities.

Inquiry cycle

Stage 1.TUNING IN●
●
●
●

Identifying and defining the issue.

Generate interest
Establish current knowledge
Draw on past experiences
Identify possible aspects for investigating

Questions
●
●
●
●
●
●

Why should we investigate this?
What do we already know?
How does this affect us?
What do you want to find out?
What feelings opinions to you have?
What is the issue?

Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Examining an artefact or document
A field trip
Having a visitor to the class
Predicting about a given situation
Considering a challenging question
Studying maps, photos, posters, cartoons
Performing a task, game, or role play
Word associations

Stage 2. Finding out-The collection of data is not an end to itself, but a means towards developing understandings
Questions●
●
●
●
●

How are we going to find out about this?
Who, what, where has /is information we can use?
How relevant or useful is this information?
How else might we find out about this?
How are we going to present our data?

Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Drawing a timeline
Excursions/field trips
Guest speakers
Surveys and interviews
Film, literature, music
Magazines, newspapers, books, articles
Conducting experiments
Collecting and analysing statistics, maps and charts
Evaluating primary sources, case studies
Seeking opinions

Stage 3 & 4 Sorting out/Going further
the issue.

●
●
●
●
●

Organizing and presenting data
Forming or modifying concepts through classification strategies
Comparing and contrasting findings
Discussing the issue and hypotheses
Evaluating

Questions●
●
●
●
●
●

How might we sort out the information?
What similarities and differences can we see?
How can we categorize this information?
How does this information compare and contrast with other situations
What connections can we see?
What conclusions can we draw?

Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Recording impressions through art, music, drama
Personal journals and stories
Drafting and editing
Grouping and labeling
Making and interpreting graphs, charts, diagrams
Small group discussion
Identifying bias

Data collection, processing and analysis. Refining

Stage 5 Taking Action -

action requires that students be active in decision making during their inquiry and

its conclusion. This involves:

●
●

Identifying action that could be an outcome of the inquiry
Implementing if appropriate

Questions●
●
●
●
●
●

How can we contribute to the decisions made in the classroom or school?
What could be done about this issue?
What would happen if these things were done?
How might we make others aware of what we know?
How can we contribute to or influence decisions made in the community and society?
What should be done about this?

Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Involving students in decision making at various stages
Negotiating how the investigation will be conducted.
Presenting findings to wider audiences
Considering possible courses of action
Contacting community groups
Influencing local authorities
Class projects

Stage 6 -Drawing Conclusions
and communicate them to others.

Questions
●
●
●
●
●
●

What can we now say about…?
Have you changed your thinking about
What difference and similarities did you notice?
What general conclusions can you make?
What evidence do you have to support this?
How does this relate to our earlier questions and hypotheses?

Activities
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Making a model or mural
Presenting a role play
Giving a report or talk
Writing a story
Making a video/audio tape
Devising a play
Holding a debate
Making summary statements
Preparing a display

Drawing conclusions requires students to express their understandings

A real life example from OLHC
●
●

Unit of Inquiry - Grade 5/6
Title: Won't Get Fooled Again

Curriculum Focus:Students are challenged to become critical consumers with a
particular emphasis on the exploration of the persuasive and manipulative techniques
used in advertising.
●

6 weeks (approximately 3-4 One hour lessons a week)

●

Central Idea:

The power of advertising can influence our choices

Stage 1 - tuning in
Using clips, photos,
stories, artefacts,
guest speakers, songs
etc we attempt to hook
the children in
We then establish
current knowledge.

Finding OUt
We set up situations
that allow for children
to discover. We are not
pushing facts at
children we are asking
them to investigate,
explore, notice and
question the world
around them.

What time is it in the
advertising world?

Sorting out/going further
This is where we try to
make sense of the Key
elements.
This activity allowed
children to consider an
advertising technique
called the Z pattern.
They then went online to
make new discoveries and
apply this knowledge

Taking Action
The children used their new
knowledge to critically analyze
advertisements - in this case
the difference in appearance
between advertised burgers and
real burgers...a field trip they
loved!!
-The children then wrote letters
to various fast food outlets in
Warrnambool.

Going Further
Always ask 3 questions...are our children know critical
consumers.

1. Who is responsible for the ad?
2. What is the ad actually saying?
3. What does the ad want me to do?

LAstly
We could fill 1000 slides on Inquiry Based Teaching and
Learning.
If nothing else, we would ask that you think of Inquiry as a
way of looking at the world, a questioning stance we take
when we seek to learn something we don't yet know.

